As you grow, you look all around.
Feels like you’re “more of the same.”
Like any other one ... Here comes another one ...
Just with another name.

Then someone shows they care about you.
They shelter you from the sun.
Now there is only you ... There never could be two ...
The only one!

You’re one, one in a million!
No other ‘neath the sun.
You’re one, one in a million!
And the reasons you’re special are a million in one.
Just one in a million, but you’re a million in one!

Deep inside, it’s your song to sing.
No one can sing it like you.
And when you start your song,
You’ll see before too long, it’s really true!

You’re one, one in a million!
No other ‘neath the sun.
You’re one, one in a million!
And the reasons you’re special are a million in one.
Just one in a million, but you’re a million in one!

You’re one, one in a million!
No other ‘neath the sun.
You’re one, one in a million!
And the reasons you’re special are a million in one.
Just one in a million, but you’re a million in one!
One! A million in one!